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This is my new school.



This is my uniform.

I will need to wear 
my school hat.



The Principal at my new school is Ms Watson.

Ms Ibrahim and Mr Smith are both the Assistant Principals.



The Prep teachers are...

Mrs Bates Mrs Parr Mrs Siomos



Sometimes support staff will help in my classroom.

Mrs A Mrs Hornstra    Ms Lunardi    Mrs Taylor   Mr Taylor



Leanne and Sandy work in the front office. Sometimes I might 
need to visit the office.

Leanne    Front Office Sandy



These are the prep classrooms.



This is what my classroom looks like.

This is where I keep my bag.

These are some of the books I will do my work in.



If I need the toilet during class time, I must ask my teacher 
first. I always need to wear a toilet pass and take a partner. 
We must walk quietly. I can only use the junior boys or girls 

toilets.



At school I will also get to do specialist classes...

  Art with Ms Metzner Italian with Signora Maiorana



    P.E. with Mr Saker



Library with Mr Giblin



During Covid-19, we all need to remember to wash our hands 
regularly and keep a safe distance from each other. Sometimes 
my teachers and maybe even other students, will be wearing a 
facemask in the classroom and outside. Even though I may not 

be able to see their smile, I will know they are still happy.



Recess is from 11.00am to 11.30am and lunch play is from 
1.40pm to 2.10pm. At recess and lunch I can play…

                
in the junior play 

area,
in the central 

courtyard,



at the adventure playground, on the RED pole equipment only 
and in the adventure sandpit.



If I can’t find a friend to play with, I can sit on the Buddy Seat 
and wait for someone to ask me to join in, or I could visit the 

frog pond.



If I hurt myself or feel sick at recess or lunch play, I find a 
teacher in a yellow vest and they will send me to the sick bay 

with a First Aid Pass.

FIRST AID



Music will play at the end of recess and lunch play. This music is 
to remind me to go to the toilet, and then go back to my 

classroom to wait for my teacher.



When the music has finished, I need to be lining up quietly 
outside my classroom. There are green dots to show me where 

to line up and wait for my teacher.



If I need to go to After School Care, I will be collected from 
my classroom and will walk to the Multi-Purpose room with an 

adult.



A bell rings at 3.10pm. This is when school finishes and I will be 
collected to go home.


